
How to use demand data for… PROGRAMMING

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Optimize Programming Decisions with Audience Data

Business Questions:

• Why does my title have low ratings on linear television?

• What changes can I make to improve my linear ratings?

Around the world, each market uses a specific metric to measure the performance of television 

content.  These varying ratings metrics often fail to reveal the full story of the content’s 

popularity. In addition to making comparisons of a title’s performance difficult to compare 

across markets, linear ratings on their own don’t uncover if programming issues are preventing 

the title from achieving a higher rating.

For an international content distributor, the linear ratings of one of its hit titles was unusually 

low in a certain market, increasing the likelihood of cancelation since the ad revenue could not 

justify the licensing costs.  The distributor came to Parrot Analytics to prove the show was 

worth retaining.  We found that the demand for the show in the market was second only to the 

home market, revealing the show was in fact popular there. The root cause of the discrepancy 

between demand and linear ratings was the show’s scheduling: the show had higher linear 

ratings in markets with a larger audience aged 18 to 34. However, in the market the channel 

and timeslot that the show was in attracted only viewers 35+. 

Armed with a complete view of the show’s international demand and audience 

demographics, the broadcaster could re-evaluate their content and programming 

strategy and leverage the info to turn around the monetization of the title.
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Linear Ratings v. % of Young Viewers Rank Market

1 Home Market

2 Target Market
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